LION-FACED DAKINI DAILY PRACTICE WITH HAND CLAPPING
In a moment, one’s self-nature is visualized as the wisdom-form of the Lion-Faced Dakini.

The heart-center mantra emits and reabsorbs [rays of light], annihilating all harmful forces without exception.

Recite as much as possible, and then:

Homage! Root and lineage lamas, yidam deities, and Wrathful Dakini who subdues the maras –
DEN PA CHHEN PÔ JIN LAB KYIY
Through the blessings of your great truth,

JAY KHA P’HUR KHA BÔ TONG SOK
May sorcery, hexes, hurled curses, and so forth,

MI T’HUN CHHAK CHHÉ NYAM NGA KUN
Unfavorable circumstances, imbalances, and anxiety,

DANG WAR JÉ PAY DRA LA JHYO
Be turned back on the hostile enemies!

NÖ PAR JÉ PAY GEK LA JHYO
Be turned back on the forces of obstruction that bring harm!

DÜ DRA JÉ PAY TENG DU JHYO
Be turned back toward the maras, enemies, and negative forces!

JEY SHUL MÉ PAR DOK GYUR CHIK
Be turned back without leaving a trace!

Recite with the clapping of hands.
Through the powerful force of the Wrathful Dakini’s awareness-mantra,

May all obstacles to enlightenment be subdued.

May all harmful forces without exception be annihilated,

And may our wishes and intentions be accomplished.

The dedication and prayer of aspiration are complete. This daily recitation text was written by Jigdral Yeshé Dorjé. Dza Yentu!
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